FURNITURE LAYOUT - OPTION 1

The illustrations, renderings and/or drawings provided are a conceptual aids only and subject to interpretation. Further site specific design and client final approval is required to include product numbers, finishes, locks, grommet locations and overall design intent and proper installation.

[Concept]: Small team pods allow students to connect as small communities of learners within the large group.

Products:
- Verb classroom tables are specifically designed to support different learning modes.
- The chevron shaped table improves sight lines and helps define personal work area.
- Verb whiteboard promotes collaboration, display, and presentation in the classroom.
- Large easel can hold up to 24 boards at one time with two tiers for content creation and display.
- Wall hooks each hold 2 boards and slide along the track providing more options for presentation.
- Node school chair is mobile, flexible, and easily transitions from one teaching mode to the next.
- Thread simplifies power distribution, providing power to the devices we use and the places where we work and learn.
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FURNITURE LAYOUT - OPTION 2

The illustrations, renderings and/or drawings provided are a conceptual aids only and subject to interpretation. Further site specific design and client final approval is required to include product numbers, finishes, locks, grommet locations and overall design intent and proper installation.

[Concept]: The horse shoe configuration of tables and chairs promotes direct eye contact between students, encouraging participation during discussions and debates.

Products:
- Verb classroom tables are specifically designed to support different learning modes.
- The chevron shaped table improves sight lines and helps define personal work area.
- Verb whiteboard promotes collaboration, display, and presentation in the classroom.
- Large easel can hold up to 24 boards at one time with two tiers for content creation and display.
- Wall hooks each hold 2 boards and slide along the track providing more options for presentation.
- Node school chair is mobile, flexible, and easily transitions from one teaching mode to the next.
- Thread simplifies power distribution, providing power to the devices we use and the places where we work and learn.
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FURNITURE LAYOUT - OPTION 3

[Concept]: Classroom furniture must be mobile, versatile and offer simple, seamless transitions for multimodal teaching and learning styles.

Products:
- Verb classroom tables are specifically designed to support different learning modes.
- The chevron shaped table improves sight lines and helps define personal work area.
- Verb whiteboard promotes collaboration, display, and presentation in the classroom.
- Large easel can hold up to 24 boards at one time with two tiers for content creation and display
- Wall hooks each hold 2 boards and slide along the track providing more options for presentation.
- Node school chair is mobile, flexible, and easily transitions from one teaching mode to the next.
- Thread simplifies power distribution, providing power to the devices we use and the places where we work and learn.
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Cultivating engagement requires a fundamental shift toward active participation, with tools that are accessible and convenient for all.

Products:
- Verb classroom tables are specifically designed to support different learning modes.
- The chevron shaped table improves sight lines and helps define personal work area.
- Verb whiteboard promotes collaboration, display, and presentation in the classroom.
- Large easel can hold up to 24 boards at one time with two tiers for content creation and display.
- Wall hooks each hold 2 boards and slide along the track providing more options for presentation.
- Node school chair is mobile, flexible, and easily transitions from one teaching mode to the next.
- Thread simplifies power distribution, providing power to the devices we use and the places where we work and learn.
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